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Québécois and premier of Quebec.During
an interview for a four-hour RadioCanada biography airing Friday,
Mulroney said he had hoped to recruit
Parizeau, who at the time was not involved
in politics and had returned to
teaching.Parizeau rejected Mulroney's
offer, and would go on to become leader of
the PQ and premier of Quebec."I think this
is the first time I’ve said it, but it's true. I
offered Jacques Parizeau a Senate seat —
not as a conservative, but as an
Independent senator," said Mulroney.The
proposal to Parizeau coincided with
Mulroney’s other major project, national
reconciliation with Quebec, which
culminated in the 1987 Meech Lake
accord. But the Meech Lake accord was
defeated in June 1990 when
Newfoundland Premier Clyde Wells
refused to hold a vote on ratification in the
legislature."It was the worst time of my
life in politics. Perhaps, sometimes I think
my whole life," said Mulroney. Mulroney
left politics three years later, without being
able to achieve this reconciliation.
Mulroney also discussed the events
leading up to negotiations with President
Ronald Reagan for a Free Trade
Agreement with the United States.The
biography airs on Radio-Canada
beginning Sept. 13, 2013.

background - an aspiring doctor who
plans to use the $50,000 prize money to
fund her studies - sparking a flood of
racist criticism on social media."I'm so
happy this organisation has embraced
diversity," 24-year-old Nina Davuluri

said in her first press conference,
moments after winning the crown in
Atlantic City. "I'm thankful there are
children watching at home who can
finally relate to a new Miss America."But
within minutes of winning the title,
Davuluri, whose talent routine was a
Bollywood fusion dance, was the target
of racist social media comments.If you're
#Miss America you should have to be
American," said one on Twitter."When
will a white woman win #MissAmerica?
Ever??!!" asked another.
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reservations and security concerns of
both countries.The top foreign
policy officials also discussed
a meeting likely to take
place on September 29
A public piano in an NDG park
between Prime
was damaged by vandals who
Minister Nawaz
covered it with graffiti and set fire
Sharif and his
to a tarpaulin covering the
instrument.The piano in Notre-Dame- Indian counterpart
De-Grace Park on Girouard street had Manmohan Singh
only been in the park for a week as part of in New York on
the city of Montreal's Piano in the Park the sidelines of
initiative.An inauguration event for the the UN General
instrument was planned for later this week. The event is now cancelled Assembly.
and the piano has been removed to see whether it can be salvaged. Bowie Heads
NDG resident, Mac Isaac, said he had come to the park to play the B r i t a i n ' s
piano a few days ago."A lot of kids came around when I was Mercury Prize
playing it. It's just terrible," said Isaac. The NDG borough has
Shortlist
one other public piano in Côte-des-Neiges, which officials
LONDON: Rock
say they have no plans to remove until the end of the
icon David Bowie's
season later this month. Street pianos first appeared in
re-emergence into the
the Montreal's Plateau two years ago, however
limelight continued on
this is the first time any of them has been
Wednesday when he was
targeted by vandals.
named on the shortlist for the
Mercury Prize, one of Britain's
most prestigious music awards. The
Sartaj Aziz, Indian FM
winners of the award, for the best British or

Vandals
Damage Piano In
NDG Park

to coincide with his 66th birthday -- his first
release since the 2003 studio album
"Reality".Sheffield band Arctic Monkeys,
winners in 2006, said they were "delighted
and hugely flattered" at being nominated for
their latest release, "AM", while Jake Bugg's
self-titled album secured his first
nomination.Two-time former nominee
Laura Marling makes the list again for "Once
I Was an Eagle”

Lady Gaga Going To Trial In ExAssistant's Lawsuit
NEW YORK: A friend of Lady Gaga who
claimed after serving as her personal
assistant for more than a year that the pop
singer cheated her out of overtime wages
can tell her story to a jury in November, a
judge said Tuesday. A jury can decide
whether Gaga's demands left Jennifer
O'Neill any personal time or whether she
was on call 24 hours a day, seven days a
week, as she claimed in her 2011 lawsuit,

Discuss Nawaz-Singh Meeting, LoC
ISLAMABAD: Prime Minister's Adviser on
Foreign Affairs and National Security Sartaj
Aziz on Friday met with Indian External
Affairs Minister Salman Khurshid in
Bishkek, the capital of Kyrgyzstan,
DawnNews reported.Aziz is leading the
Pakistani delegation to the Shanghai
Cooperation Organisation (SCO) meeting in

the Kyrgyz capital. The two reportedly
discussed matters relating to the Line of
Control (LoC), the heavily-militarised de
facto border dividing the disputed
Himalayan region of Kashmir between India
and Pakistan, and held talks on addressing

Irish album of any genre released in the year
to July, will be announced at a ceremony in
London on October 30. Also on the list are
former winner Arctic Monkeys, folk singers
Jake Bugg and Laura Marling and Oxford
art-rockers Foals. The victors, chosen by an
independent panel of judges, will join an
exclusive club of past winners including
Portishead, Pulp and Franz Ferdinand.
Bowie reconquered his home charts in March
by scoring his first number one album in 20
years with "The Next Day". Bowie surprised
the music world by breaking a decade-long
musical silence in January when he unveiled
a new single entitled "Where Are We Now?"

US District Judge Paul Gardephe said. A
trial is set for Nov. 4. O'Neill worked for
the singer for one to two months in early
2009 and for 13 months beginning in
February 2010, and the judge said both
sides agree she was expected to be
available as needed throughout each hour
of each day. Gardephe ruled that O'Neill's
``on-call'' time potentially qualifies for
overtime compensation. O'Neill said she
was paid at a flat rate of about $50,000
annually when she was first hired and
$75,000 annually the second time by the
pop singer, who is estimated in a list
published by Forbes magazine to have
earned $80 million in the first six months of
this year. Lawyers did not immediately
comment.O'Neill had testified in a
deposition .
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Fashion Pakistan USA 2013
Fashion Pakistan USA 2013 held on 31st August in New York followed by 2
two day exhibitions in New Jersey and Los Angeles each where the designers
retailed the collections exhibited earlier in New Delhi and New York. Designers
to present include Asim Jofa, Sania Maskatiya, Nida Azwer, CARA,
Samreen’s Closet, Ghazala Asam, Aasme, Sonar & Cayma Emran. We bring
you the exclusive look at Nida Azwer’s Coture showcase straight off the ramp.

Nida Azwer
Nida Azwer’s Coture showcase comprised of her
distinguished formals and luxury prêt wear collection titled
“Kashani”. Nida exhibited a mix of her signature screen print
Angarkhas and layered Lehngas along with modern short
graphic printed capes, shift kurtas and jumpsuits. The
designer has captivated the international audience with her
mesmerizing detailed traditional ensembles and most recently
with her fusion prêt wear that focuses on universal silhouettes.
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A Golden Voice of the World

Shreya Goshal

A mellifluous voice is a gift from God, but what
you do with it makes for individual talent. A
golden voice, the mesmerizing singer Shreya
Goshal is among the few contemporary singers
who made music an emotional experience. With
four national awards for best female playback
singing already in her kitty, Shreya Ghoshal has
come a long way. From Bairi Piya bada bedardi
to hip-shaking songs in Om Shanti Om to sultry
numbers in Jism, this Bengali girl next-door has
the versatility that ranges from the raunchy to
romance. Let's go through her life pane!
www.syncmag.ca
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Early Life
recording room. Then Sanjayji told The year 2005 heard a lot of songs
Born on March 12, 1984 in me I had sung the song so well that from Shreya Ghoshal. She came up
Barhempur, West Bengal India they had recorded it at one go”, told with hit songs again and again.
Shreya Goshal at the age of 4, Shreya.
Ghoshal recorded the song "Agar
a c c o m p a n i e d h e r m o m o n Devdas helped her in earning Tum Mil Jao" which was featured in
harmonium, her first Guru. Long national fame. Her songs in Devdas the album Zeher (2005). The song
before she made her Bollywood were able to earn her some popular topped the charts and was also a part
playback debut with Devdas in accolades, such as Filmfare Award of the compilation album Evergreen
2002, Shreya Ghoshal had
Romantic Hits. Later on,
already charmed audiences as
“I simply closed my eyes and Shreya came up with the
a kid on reality show Sa Re Ga
popular romantic track "Piyu
Ma (now Sa Re Ga Ma Pa). sang without a break. When I Bole" from Parineeta, which
The exceptionally talented
was able to win the hearts of
Shreya caught the attention of opened my eyes, I noticed a lot millions of Indians. Both
the judges, and one of them,
"Piyu Bole" and "Agar Tum
Kalyanji, convinced her
Mil Jao" were nominated for
of excitement and chaos
parents to relocate to Mumbai
the Filmfare Award for Best
outside the recording room.” Female Playback Singer.
and encourage her to take up
playback singing.
Shreya's career took a high
She was only 16 when she
leap
as she received her second
for Best Female Playback Singer.
recorded the first song for Devdas, Possessing a National Award at the National Film Award for Best
"Bairi Piya". According to her, she age of 18 for her very first song in Female Playback Singer for the song
has not rehearsed so much for a film Bollywood ("Bairi Piya") was a great "Dhire Jalna" from Paheli.
as that done for Devdas.
In addition to the numerous songs
achievement.
“I remember I was asked to rehearse Extending the Wings of Fame
she rendered to Indian films in
the song once before finally She was an immediate success and various languages, she has released
recording it. I simply closed my eyes was called by various regional film many solo studio albums. Her
and sang without a break. When I industries for recording songs in her earlier albums are in Bengali
opened my eyes, I noticed a lot of voice.
language and was released by
excitement and chaos outside the
Sagarika from 1998 to 2006.
www.syncmag.ca
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About her singing and rehearsing performed at various places in
style, she added, "I have a special Australia and New Zealand. Later in
way of writing the lyrics when it is 2013, Ghoshal made an UK and
dictated to me. No matter what the Europe tour in which she sang at
language of the song, even if it is various places in Europe, as a
Bengali, I write it in Hindi. I have celebration of 100 years of
certain notations and
markings to indicate the way
"I have a special way of
it should be pronounced. I
writing the lyrics when it is
feel the Devanagari script is
dictated to me. No matter
the closest to the phonetics of
the language. English
what the language of the
alphabets are not very good
song, even if it is Bengali, I
for that purpose. Moreover, I
listen carefully and try to
write it in Hindi".
grasp as much as possible
when the lyrics are read to
Bollywood. Shreya also performed
me”.
at the North American Bengali
Shreya Ghoshal Day
Conference 2013 Concert in
Ghoshal was also honored from the
Toronto, being the Chief Guest of
U.S. state of Ohio, wherein
the grand event.
Governor Ted Strickland declared
In 2013, Ghoshal appeared as a
June 26 as "Shreya Ghoshal Day".
judge for Indian Idol Junior Season
The very first "Shreya Ghoshal Day"
1, along with Vishal Dadlaniand
was celebrated on June 26, 2010
Shekhar Ravjiani.
with huge pomp and grandeur
On April 26, 2013, she was
among her fans on popular micro
honoured at the House of Commons
blogging sites. She was also featured
of the United Kingdom in London
in the Forbes’ Top 100 celebrities of
for her contribution to Indian
India.
music. It was declared as one of her
Concerts and Other Activities
highest honours which she received
From the year 2011, Ghoshal
from the elected Member of
became active in musical concerts
Parliaments of the House of
all over the world. In 2011, she
Commons.
performed in London, Chicago,
In 2013, Ghoshal became the third
Toronto, Houston, New Jersey,
Indian to have over 10 million likes
California, New York, Washington
in the social networking site
D.C and many more. In 2013, Shreya
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Facebook after A. R. Rahman and
Sachin Tendulkar, and thereby, the
first Indian woman too in this
regard.
Awards and Honors
Ghoshal has been recognized with
multiple awards and nominations
for her work in music. Few are
enlisted here:
¥ Four National Film Award for
Best Female Playback Singer.
¥ She has won four Filmfare
Awards from 15 nominations
¥ Filmfare RD Burman Award for
New Music Talent in 2003.
¥ Seven Filmfare Awards South
from 25 nominations.
¥ State film awards for best singer
from Kerala andTamil Nadu
governments.
¥ Numerous best singer awards at
IIFA Awards, Zee Cine Awards,
Screen Awards, Apsara Awards
and Mirchi Music Awards
among others.
¥ In 2010, she was honoured with
the prestigious Swaralaya
Yesudas Award.
¥ Female Vocalist of the Year
Award (Mirchi Music Awards
Bangla 2013) for "Chikni
Chameli".
¥ Female Vocalist of the Year
(Mirchi Music Awards 2013) for
Bengali song "Roopkathara".
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Quebec Charter Of Values & The Outcomes!
The news in Quebec – and in many other
parts of Canada – has been flooded in
the past few weeks with stories about
the newly-proposed Charter of Quebec
Values.
Formally announced on
Tuesday, September 10 (although some
details had been leaked a couple weeks
prior), the Quebec government has
released its proposals and rationale for a
controversial charter of Quebec values,
a key element of the Parti Québécois's
election platform last fall.
Citing the "obligation to remain
independent of religious authority," the
draft documents say the government
will legislate, for the first time, a firm
separation of religion and state and will
curtail "religious accommodations."
« Charter of Quebec values would
ban religious symbols for civil
servants
« 'Charter of Quebec values' will unite
province, Premier Marois says
It would ban public sector employees
from donning "conspicuous religious
symbols," including headscarves,
yarmulkes, turbans, and large crosses at
work, but allows certain religious
jewelry, as long as it is "not very
visible".
www.syncmag.ca
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The proposal also requires people
receiving state services "to make their
faces completely visible," a measure
aimed at banning some traditional headto-toe garments worn by Muslim
women.
The Quebec minister in charge of the
issue, Bernard Drainville, said recently
that ridding the region of the public
wearing of religious apparel by
government workers would help
provide a greater sense of unity among
Quebecers.
The proposal also aims to foster "the
religious neutrality of the state", he said.
“The best way to respect all Quebecers,
the best way to respect all beliefs and all
religious, is for the state to have no
religion," Drainville said.
The prospective ban has sparked strong
criticism, including from a number of
federal politicians, including the head of
Canada's office dealing with issues of
multiculturalism. The Charter has has
evoked angry responses from
politicians across the country. All three
federal party leaders have spoken
strongly against it.
Liberal leader Justin Trudeau has
accusedQuebec Premier Pauline Marois

of playing "divisive politics" all in an
attempt to "distract from the serious
economic challenges" that Quebec is
facing.
The leader of the Quebec Liberals,
Philippe Couillard says he's against any
law that leads to employment
discrimination, and that Muslim women
who wear a veil will always be welcome
in his own party. The PQ plan will
become law "over my dead body,"
Couillard said on Sunday at a party
meeting on women's issues in Montreal.
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Minister for Employment, Social
Development and Multiculturalism,
Jason Kenney, said he was "very
concerned" the measure "would limit
the ability of Canadians to participate in
our society, and that would affect the
practice of their faith". He also said that
many Quebecers, including municipal
politicians in the Montreal region and
“even very serious Quebec nationalist
commentators,” have criticized the
PQ’s “values charter,” which needs
approval from the legislature before it
can become law.
"No to the charter," Loud and proud,
protesters in the thousands marched
peacefully through Montreal’s
downtown core Saturday afternoon to
voice a single demand — withdrawal of
the proposed Charter of Quebec Values
by the Parti Québécois minority
government. While also chanting
"Quebec is not France," a reference to a
similar law which has been in force in
that country for more than two years.
Organizers said the event drew at least
40,000.
Many from the Jewish community were
not participating in Saturday’s protest
because it was scheduled on Yom
Kippur, the holiest day in the Jewish
calendar.

Vol 1, Issue 28

Mireille Paquet, an associate professor
of political science at Concordia
University, says that the charter
reinforces strong stereotypes about
Quebec.
"That is that people in Quebec would be
more racist, more intolerant, and that
sovereignty is also about exclusion,"
she told CTV News Channel.
Paquet said criticism is coming from
parts of the country where
multiculturalism is a valued part of
society, but that other, less diverse
regions favour the proposal.
“I think that it is important to realize …
that for the government, it is seen as an
integration policy," Paquet said. "The
impact of it might lead to exclusion, but
I think that it's a complicated topic."
Opposition to Quebec's proposed values
charter is picking up steam after an
online petition calling for an inclusive
Quebec surpassed 12,000 names,
including cultural icons like Dan
Bigras, Philippe Falardeau, Michel
Rivard and Richard Desjardins.
The manifesto at quebecinclusif.org
denounces the charter for "taking away
fundamental rights from some of our
most vulnerable citizens" and blames
certain media outlets for whipping up
anti-immigrant sentiments.

Opinion polls suggest the values charter
has boosted support for the PQ minority
government. But Weinstock said the
fact prominent artists are speaking out
against the charter shows the measure
could backfire.
While the charter might win the PQ
more support from conservative voters
in rural areas and small towns, it could
alienate progressive voters who have
supported the PQ in the past, he said.
The Centre for Israel and Jewish Affairs
(CIJA) released a statement saying that
they are in favour of religious neutrality
and the equality of men and women, but
added the charter will unnecessarily
divide Quebecers.

www.syncmag.ca
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Spark Management

Spark Means Entertainment; Entertainment & PURE Entertainment
Spark Event Management is an innovative
enter tainment Company that creates
multicultural events concerts, parties and host
artists ensuring that Montreal audience does not
miss on top class entertainment. A passion for
South Asian Music and dancing of all styles has
been the inspiration behind the establishment of
the company.
Syncmag had an up-close and personal tete-a-tete
with the team of Spark Entertainment.
www.syncmag.ca

21Sep - 04Oct 2013

“Without leaps of
imagination or dreaming,
we lose the excitement of
possibilities. Dreaming,
after all is a form of
planning.”
― Gloria Steinem
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1) Tell us about your Event
management business?
This company is the brain child of
Nandan Bhuiyan, Tanvir Ahmed and
Arif Deewan. Founded in 2010, based
in Montreal, Spark Event Management
is predominantly an event house that
specializes in providing music events
to the entertainment starved South
Asian audience of Montreal. We took
the risk of starting our own business,
and now we are using our individual
creative flair to manage some of the
most high profile events happening in
Montreal. We knew all the right people
in the entertainment industry and
everyone was supportive of us
launching our own company.Our
company provides full Event
management, Celebrity management;
marketing and media services.

“A deliberate plan is
not always necessary
for the highest art; it
emerges.”
“When you establish a destination
by defining what you want, then
take physical action by making
choices that move you towards
that destination, the possibility for
success is limitless and arrival at
the destination is inevitable.”
- Nandan
was organized within three weeks and
it was a HIT. Even without much
marketing the show became a
milestone in the history of Montreal as
being the most entertaining, organized
and true to the objective of Spark which
is to provide a platform for the audience
to sway to the rhythm of the night. The
audience was captivated and everyone
young and old alike were on their feet,
having a good time. The reviews spread
like wild fire as Mika Singh being the
best South Asian Montreal show for
2012. This show provided us with the
platform to move on to bigger and
better projects.

2) How many events have you
managed so far? What has been the
most memorable?
We started with the Bengali Show
“Spark Night 2010” featuring Shweta
Subram. (Performed with SalimSulaiman at IIFA (Indian International
Film Academy).From that day it all
skyrocketed, with us doing one event
after another. Next we did the Mika
Singh show. This was the first
commercial show from Spark which

Vol 1, Issue 28

3) What is the demand for such a
business in Montreal? What kind of
competition do you have?
Montrealers seek entertainment just
like any other city within North
America. When you are away from
your roots the best way to connect is
through the sense of Music which
makes the audience feel closer to home.
Whenever one thinks of high budget
Entertainment shows, Toronto comes
to mind. We at Spark want to change

Nandan Bhuiyan: He is the CEO
of Spark Management. He
handles creative aspect of
Spark, may it be execution of a
project or approving ideas and
sketches. He believes in
personally dealing with clients.
He comes from Bangali roots
and is a sportsman in his free
time including Soccer and
Cricket
that for the future South Asian
generations of Montreal. Montreal is a
city of diversity and multiple ethnic
cultures and is home to huge South
Asian population. There is a need in
the community to provide
entertainment at home rather than the
audience turning to other cities. As far
as competition is concerned there are
other entities in the same field and our
goal is to work together with everyone
to support our distinctive communities.

www.syncmag.ca
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4) What makes your company
different than your competition?
It is for the people who expect and
accept nothing but the best. The
audience controls the concept but is left
free to just enjoy the event. Our events
are a rite of passage to be closer to
HOME. We magically transform all
events into magic and ideas into reality
which take your breath away. We have
been able to build a reputation of
respect and consistency by going at a
slow pace and placing a value to each
event and by building strong
relationships with all ethical
communities. What we say we
DELIVER…. And make the audience
happy instead of focusing on financial
gains. We believe in the learning
process and audience feedback is
learning for us.
5) What are your future plans?
At the moment we are bringing
SHREYA Ghoshal to Montreal for the
very first time. Spark’s goal is to
provide quality with consistency to its
audiences. Spark's goal is to present the
leading and elite singers, musicians and
movie stars from sub-continent,
together on one platform and doing a
mega show in Montreal. We want to be
known as a team who will deliver what
is promised.

6) Lastly, what is your message to the
readers of Syncmag?
The more successfully a community
mingles, diversity of its people there by
enlivens In order for Spark to achieve
their objectives we require the support
of the community. We have proven
time and time again that the audience
“If you don't have a well-thought out
dream, you can start by figuring out
where you want to go. If we cannot see
ourselves fairly or accurately
represented in the community in which
we live and nothing there makes you
feel awake or alive; then bring them
entertainment from back home and
they will feel ALIVE…..”
- Tanvir
will get their dollars worth at our events
and it’s time for Montrealers to show us
that they will assist us in the execution
of our events by being a part of it and
giving us proper feedback. In return we
promise to provide with one Dhamaka
show after the other and do not forget
your dancing shoes.

Spark Management Shows
2011

SPARK NIGHT 2011
700
www.sparkmanagement.net
www.syncmag.ca
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2012

Mika Singh Show
1000
www.facebook.com/Sparkemanagement

Tanvir Ahmed: He is the president of
Spark management. He is the man
with the vision who magically
transforms all of Nandan’s and his
dreams to reality. He comes up with
the most amazing themes and
venues and sets out to make them
happen. He also comes from Bengali
roots.
He is in “Real Estate” and also owns
a boutique for South Asian attire
called RANGDHANU.

2013

Shreya Ghoshal
2200
twitter.com/sparkmanagement
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Mika Singh Live In Montreal
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HOTTEST TRENDS
Pointy
Pumps

Whether you take your
footwear classic, funky,
futuristic or somewhere in
between, the variety of
pointy toe pumps options
available this season
promises to cater to you!
Push the boundaries by
experimenting with
different textures and
colors!
www.syncmag.ca
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Contrast Sleeves
Contrast sleeve offers men a
sure-fire way to individualize
their look with ease, especially
during the warmer months
when multiple layers are not
always practical, a couple of key
pieces could be just what your
current wardrobe has been
crying out for.

www.syncmag.ca
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in six months, so massive credit must
go to them. Everyone
Sreesanth
contributed, but there is still
Banned For Life On
room for improvement,”
Spot-Fixing Charges
an elated Zimbabwe
MUMBAI: Former India fast
captain Brendan
bowler Shanthakumaran
Taylor said a TV
Sreesanth has been banned for life
interview after the
on spot-fixing charges, the country's
game. Misbah
cricket board (BCCI) said on Friday. was full of praise
“Mr. S. Sreesanth is banned for life for the home
from playing any representative side.“Zimbabwe
cricket, or in any way being associated d e s e r v e d t h e
with the activities of the BCCI or its affiliates,” the BCCI said in a v i c t o r y, t h e y
statement after its disciplinary committee meeting in Delhi. played excellent
Sreesanth, who has played 27 tests, and two other players were cricket in the first
arrested in May by Delhi police on suspicion of spot-fixing in Test and this one.
Even from the
the Indian Premier League.Ankeet Chavan, Sreesanth's
start they were
team mate in IPL franchise the Rajasthan Royals, was
positive, they had us
also banned for life. Domestic Indian cricketers Amit
under pressure
Singh and Siddharth Trivedi have been banned
throughout the game,”
for five years and one year respectively,
Misbah said. “The
the board added.
positives for us is the bowlers,
but batting is a little bit of a worry,
the batsmen have to learn from their
mistakes. You can't win Test matches
'Minnows' Zimbabwe Jolt Pakistan With scoring 20s and 30s.”The victory was
Zimbabwe's third against Pakistan in tests,
Historic Test Victory
but
first since 1998. Their last win over one
HARARE: Zimbabwe took two wickets in
of
the
world's top test-playing nations was
three balls to seal its first win over Pakistan
against India in 2001, though they have
beaten Bangladesh on four occasions
since, the last a crushing 335-run victory in
April.

s

Sync-Sports

tennis, won his second singles match of the
tie after he and Lleyton Hewitt gave
Australia a 2-0 lead on the opening day
with straight sets wins. Poland kept the tie
alive as Marcin Matkowski and Mariusz
Fyrstenberg defeated teenage debutant
Nick Kyrgios and Chris Guccione in
Saturday's doubles, before Tomic
completed the job in impressive fashion.
The victory means Australia, 28-times
Davis Cup champions, will return to the
top 16 next year for the first time since
2007. They had reached the World Group
playoffs for the past three years, only to fall
at the last hurdle.

Matt Kenseth Wins Opening Chase Race
At Chicago
JOLIET, Ill. (AP) -- Matt Kenseth pulled
away from teammate Kyle Busch to win
the opening race in the Chase for Sprint
Cup championship. The steely win by the
top seed in the Chase helped restore a sense
of normalcy at the end of a week that saw
NASCAR fighting the biggest credibility
crisis in its history. Now the sport waits to
see if its fans are still angry that several
teams manipulated the race finish at

Tomic Steers Australia Back To Davis
Cup World Group
WARSAW: Australia are back in the Davis
Cup World Group for the first time in six
years, with Bernard Tomic supplying the
in 15 years on the final day of the second
Test on Saturday, claiming victory by a
narrow 24 runs to draw the series 1-1.
Tendai Chatara finished with 5-61 as
Pakistan was bowled out for 239 soon after
lunch, short of the 264 it needed to sweep
the series 2-0. The Zimbabweans struck at
the end as Junaid Khan was out caught off
Chatara and two balls later last man Rahat
Ali was run out in a mix up that sealed
Pakistan's fate. Pakistan captain Misbahul-Haq finished 79 not out in a losing
effort. “Finally beating a world-class team
is a wonderful feeling, especially for our
bowlers. We haven't had a bowling coach
www.syncmag.ca
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crucial third point against Poland with a 64, 7-6 (7-5), 6-3 win over Lukasz Kubot on
Sunday. That victory gave Pat Rafter's
team an unassailable 3-1 lead in the bestof-five World Group playoff tie on clay.
Tomic, often the bad boy of Australian

Richmond. The ensuing scandal has raised
questions about NASCAR's integrity that
winning team owner Joe Gibbs said he's
seen before in sports. ‘'I've seen things like
that happen on the NFL side,'' said Gibbs, a
three-time Super Bowl winning coach with
the Washington Redskins. ''We tried to do
the best we could in handling it, and
hopefully we've got this behind us with the
race. We all love our sport and nobody
wants anything that would hurt or harm it
or disappoint people.'' Kenseth slid into
Chicago under the radar as all the attention
centered squarely on NASCAR's
investigation into the schemes of at least
three teams to alter the outcome of the
previous week.Ricky Stenhouse Jr. was
eighth.
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Playing Outdoors Makes Children Smarter!
Children need the freedom and time to play. Play is not a luxury. Play is
a necessity. It is through unstructured, open-ended creative play that
children learn the ways of the world. While playing outside, children
explore with all their senses, they witness new life, they create
imaginary worlds and they negotiate with each other to create a playful
environment. Getting kids outdoors makes them happier, healthier –
and smarter.
®

®

®

®

®

Outdoor Play Is A Multi-Sensory Activity: While outdoors, children
will see, hear, smell and touch things unavailable to them when they
play inside. They use their brains in unique ways as they come to
understand these new stimuli.
Playing Outdoors Stimulates Creativity: Natural spaces and
materials stimulate children’s limitless imagination and serve as the
medium of inventiveness and creativity. Rocks, stones and dirt present
limitless opportunities for play that can be expressed differently every
time a child steps outside.
Playing In Nature Reduces Anxiety: Time spent outside
physiologically reduces anxiety. Children bring an open mind and a
more relaxed outlook back inside when they are in more traditional
learning environments.
Outdoor Play Increases Attention Span: Time spent in unstructured
play outdoors is a natural attention builder. Often children who have
difficulty with pen and paper tasks or sitting still for longer periods of
times are significantly more successful after time spent outside.
Being In Nature Develops Respect For Other Living Things:
Children develop empathy, the ability to consider other people’s
feeling, by interacting with creatures in nature. Watching a tiny bug, a
blue bird or a squirrel scurrying up a tree gives children the ability to
learn and grow from others.

®

®

®

®

®

®

®

Outdoor Play Promotes Problem Solving: As children navigate a
world in which they make the rules, they must learn to understand what
works and what doesn’t, what line of thinking brings success and
failure, how to know when to keep trying and when to stop.
Playing Outside Promotes Leadership Skills: In an environment
where children create the fun, natural leaders will arise. One child may
excel at explaining how to play the game while another may enjoy
setting up the physical challenge of an outdoor obstacle course. All
types of leadership skills are needed and encouraged.
Outdoor Play Widens Vocabulary: While playing outdoors, children
may see an acorn, a chipmunk and cumulous clouds. As they encounter
new things, their vocabulary will expand in ways it never could
indoors.
Playing Outside Improves Communication Skills: As children
negotiate the rules of an invented game, they must listen closely to one
another, ask questions for clarification and attend to the details of
explanations in ways they don’t have to when playing familiar games.
Outdoor Play Encourages Cooperative Play: In a setting where there
aren’t clear winners and losers, children work together to meet a goal.
Perhaps they complete a self-made obstacle course or create a house for
a chipmunk. Together they compromise and work together to meet a
desired outcome.
Playing Outdoors Helps Children To Notice Similarities And
Differences: The ability to sort items and notice the similarities and
differences in them is yet another skill crucial to mathematical success.
Time outdoors affords many opportunities for sorting.
Time Spent Outdoors Improves Children’s Immune Systems:
Healthy children are stronger learners. As children spend more and
more time outdoors, their immune systems improve decreasing time
out of school for illness.
www.syncmag.ca
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Sync Cuisine

Moist Banana Nut Bread
Ingredients:
1. 2 cups sugar
2. ½ teaspoon salt
3. 2 1/4 cups flour
4. 3/4 cup vegetable oil
5. 3 large eggs
6. 1 teaspoon vanilla
7. 1 1/3 teaspoons baking soda
8. 1/4 cup buttermilk
9. 1 cup chopped pecans
10. 4 -5 bananas (use completely black bananas, this
is very important)
Directions:
1. Heat oven to 350°. Grease or spray 2 loaf pans.
2. In a large bowl, mash bananas with a masher or by
well washed hands.
3. Dissolve soda in buttermilk– use a larger
container as it will foam up quite a bit.
4. Mix all ingredients by hand and add in 1 cup
chopped nuts. Bake at 350° for 1 hour, or until
toothpick comes out ALMOST clean.
5. Totally clean will mean a dryer loaf.
6. Let cool 15 minutes after removing from oven and
www.syncmag.ca
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remove from pans.
7. Or, let cool, cover with foil, slide into freezer bags
and freeze.
8. Great when using tin foil pans.
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The Citizens Foundation Canada
Education is the most powerful weapon which you can use to
change the world” said by Nelson Mandela. And yes it is
really true in every sense! Education is the basic need of every
human to be a good human and to strive in a society. And the
Aristotle more distinctively said this in a way is more
impressive, he said that “The educated differ from the
uneducated as much as the living differs from the dead.”
The Citizens Foundation Canada is supporting this noble
cause in Pakistan. The literacy rate of Pakistan is very low due
to unavailability of funds and high cost education. TCP
Canada is actually the division of TCP that is operating in
Pakistan under Section 42 of the Companies Ordinance, 1984
and in Canada under the Canada Corporation Act.
The Citizens Foundation (TCF) is one of the largest nonprofit organizations in Pakistan in the field of education and
was established in 1995, by a group of like-minded citizens in
Karachi. The vision of this non-profit organization is to bring
a positive change in Pakistan by providing quality education
to the less-privileged youth.
TCF Canada had its official launch at the Annual Dinner of
the Royal Commonwealth Society in Toronto on June 10,
2005 at the Bayview Country Club. TCF Canada was founded
by Ms. Najma Shamsi, Ms. Saadia Awan and Mr. Shahzad
Alam with the objective of providing funds to charitable
organizations and/or activities directed at educational
opportunities for children in Pakistan. It aims to work towards
building a network of supporters and volunteers for TCF all
over Canada.
The vision of TCF is to remove barriers of class and privilege
and to make the citizens of Pakistan Agents of Positive

Change. TCF believe that access to basic education is the
right of each individual and not a privilege. Apart from
following the regular curriculum, we focus on the character
building of students to equip them with high moral values and
confidence.
To achieve these goals, TCF is constantly surveying
education-deprived communities in Pakistan to extend its
network. Each new location is appraised through an extensive
land survey, assessment of population, income level, number
and standard of existing schools in the area, demand for new
school units, availability of an accessible site to build a
school, qualified teachers in the area and a number of other
criteria.
In TCF schools a balanced gender ratio is maintained; close to
50% students are female. TCP is enduring positive change for
communities with greatest need through: The power of
quality education, enabling moral, spiritual and intellectual
enlightenment and creating opportunities to improve quality
of life.
Being a charitable organization the source of income solely
depends on donations. They receive nearly 80% of the funds
from Pakistanis at home, which include corporate
sponsorship and individuals. The rest of the donations are
received from the expatriate communities around the world.
TCF has a clear vision, a set of rules and transparency in its
work. They are very particular about the management of the
funds.
In this regard, ANNUAL FUND RAISING GALA for The
Citizens Foundation was be held on September 14th at
Pierrefonds East Community Center.
www.syncmag.ca
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TCF Fundraiser Gala Montreal

ANNUAL FUND RAISING GALA
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Drama R

Movie Re

Lootera

Aunn Zara

Direction:

Vikramaditya Motwane
Cast: Ranveer Singh, Sonakshi Sinha,

Timing: Thursday, 08:00 pm
Channel: A-Plus Entertainment

The year is 1953. A visiting archaeologist called Varun Shrivastav comes to
the village of Manikpur in West Bengal to excavate the temple grounds of the
local Zamindar. With knowledge and
experience beyond his young demeanour,
Varun greatly impresses the Zamindar and
his family. Especially Pakhi, the Zamindar's
feisty and only daughter, who finds herself
irrevocably drawn towards him. But Varun
isn't all he seems on the surface. And as the
simmering attraction between him and
Pakhi leads to a tender and deep love, he is
forced to choose between her and his past.
Making his choice, Varun disappears. Pakhi
struggles to move on with her life,
determined to forget him and their
relationship. Until one day, when he returns
under the most extraordinary circumstances. Inspired from O. Henry's "The
Last Leaf", Lootera is the uplifting story of two lovers.

Aunn Zara is Based on Faiza Iftikhar’s novel Hissar e Mohabbat and
directed by Haissem Hussain, the story revolves around two spoilt,
only children who are desperately trying
to escape their controlling families.
Aunn and Zara's wedding leads the
couple to a life definitely low on love
but hilariously high on drama with a
twist at every turn! The most splendid
thing about this entire serial is the
complete lack of moral fiber or
introspection in either hero or heroine.
Both are busy trying to manipulate
every situation to satisfy their own ends.
This is truly a next generation romance
where the problems are more about a
lack of maturity than any plotting mother-in-laws or aunts with
agendas. It stars Maya Ali, Osman Khalid Butt & others.

'Satyagraha' Brought Actress
Out In Me: Amrita Rao
From its very poster that has a map
of Sri Lanka imprinted on it to the
stage and setting that the film
carries, one can see the
While she is gyrating to the tune of 'Pinky
neighbouring country playing a
Hai Paise Waalon Ki' in ZANJEER,
pivotal part in MADRAS CAFE.
Priyanka Chopra is well aware of the kind of
While a few wondered how that
space and setting that the Ram Charan Teja
would eventually attract audience
starrer belongs to. It is apparent that after a rather heavy duty
to
theatres, its lead John Abraham
BARFI!, she had quite some fun during the making of Apoorva
maintains that the Shoojit Sircar
Lakhia directed film, before she moved on to relatively challenging
affair has a lot more to talk about
MARY KOM flick. "Well yes, I have done this kind of a movie after a
than just Sri Lanka.'The film is
really long time," says Priyanka who has indeed let her hair down in
ZANJEER, "My character is really a lot of fun. See, old ZANJEER basically about an Indian soldier while the Sri Lankan crises is
was in a very serious space but then Jaya ma'm was a lot of fun. She just a backdrop of it. We were very clear from the beginning that
was quite spunky in there and I wanted that essence to be retained
our film won't have any inclinations or bearings about any
in today's version." "Yes," she agrees, 'Mala (name of her
country particular, whether India or any other. Having said that,
character) is the relief factor of the movie. I especially had a
the core of our film is completely Indian. And yes, for the
lot of fun doing 'Pinky'. I love dancing and it is a
records,
the film is not about Sri Lanka,' says John. In the film,
'sangeet' situation in the film. In an action film, it
John
plays
a RAW agent and while a lot has been written and
lightens up the mood." ZANJEER releases
said about how his take on the affairs is entirely different from
all over on 6th September.
the kind that has been played by Salman Khan in EK THA
TIGER and Saif Ali Khan in AGENT VINOD,

P r i y a n k a
Chopra Happy To Let
Her Hair Down In Zanjeer
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Sania Mirza
The strongest person in the world
is the one who controls himself
when he's angry.
07 Sep

Katrina Kaif
Your past is done, forget it,
your future is yet to come,
dream it, but your present is
now, live it.

When you see the term

11 Sep

“global health,” think “saving

Bill Gates

lives.” That’s what it means.
11 Sep
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Shah Rukh Khan
Someday, somewhere,
anywhere, unfailingly, you'll
find yourself, & that, & only
that, can be the happiest or
bitterest hour of your life"

11 Sep

Shilpa Shetty
A failure is not always a mistake, it may
simply b the best one can do under the
circumstances.The real mistake is 2 stop
trying
06 Sep

Anupam Kher
A nation or civilization that continues to produce
soft-minded men purchases its own spiritual death
on an installment plan.
08 Sep

A.R.Rahman
He who has spent has used; he
who has collected has lost; but
he who has given has saved his
treasure forever.
01 Sep
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Bonding Tips: How to Be a Happy Family
A family that eats together stays together. You must have heard the adage
several times, but what is it that actually keeps a family close! Is it a big house,
a fat paycheck or a sense of trust and understanding that make a family a
happy one? Take a look at some small steps in building a happy family.
Respect Young And Old: Learning to acknowledge and respect all family
members, helps a family stick together at all times. It’s no rocket science to
honour those who matter the most to you in this world. Starting today, make
it a point to express your love and gratitude for them in whatever way you
can.
Focus On The Positive: Unhappy people, this one is not for you. We mean
stay away from negative influences and those who thrive on pessimism.
How about introducing some positive energy into the family by laughing
more often? Trust us, it works.
Share Meals: Today, after you reach home, spare some time to arrange
the dining table with your mom, sister or your mom-in-law! Sharing at
least one meal everyday not only makes the family bond, but also brings it
closer. And a happy one does look forward to come together at the
dining table after a long, tiring day.
Communication is key: In a happy family, people talk to each other more
often. They not only love to express themselves, but also value each other’s
feelings. To be able to find time to talk and listen is a great way to bond within
the family.
Give Your Ego Some Rest: If you want to build a happy family, then giving your
ego some rest is the right thing to do. There is no room for ego in a family that
wants to stay together. Also, putting yourself before others will not take you
anywhere.
Don’t Talk Behind Each Other's Backs: If you belong to a big family and live
under the same roof, then disagreements are bound to crop up every now
and then. In such a situation, should you be talking about family members
behind their backs? Absolutely not! Remember conflicts can be sorted out in
many ways, gossiping about them won’t.
www.syncmag.ca
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